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Get Your Adventure On!
Leading the Industry in Waterproof Innovations



Live Your Life with AB

From the company that introduced the award-winning swimmable Neptune™ 

sound processor comes the AquaCase™* container for Naída CI recipients so 

you can enjoy the world’s most advanced technology designed for optimal  

hearing in any environment and total freedom of movement during 

any activity. The industry leader in waterproof hearing, AB offers you 

swimmable solutions to ensure you hear your world while bathing, surfing 

the waves, crossing the street in a downpour, jet-skiing on a lake, river rafting  

down rapids, or taking part in any exciting adventure that comes your way. 

AB is committed to helping you live your life
without limitations



Uncompromised Hearing Performance

Industry’s highest rating
Fully intended for swimming, the AquaCase carries an IP 68 rating for  

the ultimate protection against water, sweat, dust, and sand. From farms  

and construction sites to pools and playgrounds, your processor is protected 

in any environment. 

All action, all the time
Your all-day, every day, reusable accessory, the AquaCase features an optional 

 clip ideal for outstanding retention during snorkeling, skiing, mountain biking, 

mud running, and other exciting adventures.
Secure, removable clip that rotates 360 degrees 

and attaches to the back of the AquaCase

Designed for you to live your life as actively as you like, the AquaCase delivers the best
in durability, wearability, and swimmability for uncompromised hearing

in and out of the water.



AquaMic

Latch

Security Lock

AquaCase

Any Adventure, Any Environment

World’s only waterproof microphone 
The AquaCase accessory is designed for use with the swimmable AquaMic™, 

AB’s unique, IP 68-rated  microphone. Waterproof with no bag or enclosure 

required, the AquaMic offers you optimal sound quality for uncompromised 

natural hearing. 

Peace of mind 
To ensure it safeguards your Naída CI sound processor,** the AquaCase 

features a security lock and special corrosion-resistant materials that stand 

up to water, dirt, mud, sand, and other grime. 

The robust AquaCase accessory has been developed to provide the same great hearing in the wettest,
dirtiest conditions and during the most rugged activities in any weather, anytime.



All-Action Accessories

Easy, worry-free wearing 
AB offers flexible accessories for the AquaCase that allow you or your child 

to enjoy action-filled adventures without any worry. Have no fear that 

your processor will fall off the ear—you can wear the case on the arm, 

around the neck, or clipped in the secure place of your preference.  

Lanyard
for convenient, discreet wearing

Clip and Armband
for the most rugged activitiesDive Right In!



Ideal for swimming, snorkeling, skiing, mountain biking,  
mud running, and other exciting adventures!

Advanced Bionics continues to break new ground on innovative hearing solutions...

just imagine what breakthroughs from AB will come next.


